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The Fellow Programme in Management (FPM), 

approved by AICTE, is a doctoral-level programme of 

SPJIMR designed to create world-class researchers 

and high-calibre faculty in various management 

disciplines. It encourages rigorous interdisciplinary 

research in contemporary areas of management. It 

focuses on relevant and contextual research to 

address current business issues and aims to create 

knowledge that helps shape the world for a better 

future. 

The programme’s rigorous curriculum provides ample 

training for an academic career and allows 

participants to make a mark in the research area of 

their interest. It develops independent, top-quality 

management thinkers, thought leaders and 

consultants. The programme offers an opportunity to 

individuals with a passion for learning to hone their 

research talent and to working professionals from the 

corporate world to deepen their understanding of 

research methods and apply them to address the 

challenges of today’s dynamic business environment. 

The programme can be pursued in full-time and part-

time mode depending on the flexibility and 

requirements of the candidate.

Fellow Programme in Management (FPM)

About SPJIMR

S. P. Jain Institute of Management and 

Research (SPJIMR), established in 1981 in 

Mumbai, is a leading postgraduate 

management institute, recognised by 

Financial Times Global Rankings as India’s #1 

business school, by Business Today as one of 

the country’s top five business schools, and 

by the Positive Impact Rating, a Swiss 

association, as one of the top five business 

schools worldwide in terms of social impact.

SPJIMR launched FPM in 2016 and 

benchmarked its Fellow Programme in 

Management (FPM) with the best global 

research programmes.
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FPM aims to develop world-class academic researchers and thought leaders to conduct industry-

relevant research that addresses real-world issues. The programme trains prospective scholars and 

helps them to become innovative and skilled researchers and prepares them to teach in various fields 

of management. The programme is aligned with the following competency goals (CGs)

Programme Objective

ž Capable of creating original research questions relevant to business and society 

ž Capable of crafting research using appropriate research methodology

ž Capable of disseminating knowledge through research and teaching
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SPJIMR’s FPM programme brings together a unique mix of rigorous methods 
and practice orientation to research some of the pressing business challenges.

Institute-level
AACSB Accreditation

Research that combines
Relevance and Rigor

FPM
Highlights

Innovative Pedagogy

Small cohort,
Special attention

Faculty Development
Programme

Located in the
heart of India’s
‘commercial capital’
Mumbai

Sensitivity to Social
Issues and
Sustainability

Research Training of
International Quality
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Flexibility to
choose their
guide/advisor



Areas of Research
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FPM curriculum is designed in collaboration with experts from leading international business schools 
with a high focus on contemporary methods and enhancing domain knowledge. The programme’s 
rigorous curriculum provides ample training for an academic career and enables participants to make 
exemplary intellectual contributions in their respective field of research.

Finance, Accounting & Economics

Organizational 
Behaviour & 

Human Resource 
Management

Supply Chain &
Operations Management

Marketing Management

Strategic Management

Areas of 
Research

Management Information 
System & Information 

Management



Year 1 Year 2 Year 3 Year 4
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Programme Architecture

ž Enrolment 

ž Coursework

ž Comprehensive qualifying 
Examination (CQE)

ž Teaching immersion 

    OR

ž Case study writing

ž Guide allocation process

ž Doctoral level thesis proposal

ž Registration of doctoral thesis

ž Annual progress review

ž Pre-synopsis submission

ž Synopsis submission

ž Thesis defence



Subject Name

Philosophy of Science and Introduction to Research

Seminar on Plagiarism and Research Ethics for Academic Scholarships

Microeconomics and Developmental Economics

Applied Mathematics for Management Research

Quantitative Research Methods

Qualitative Research Methods

Workshop on Academic Writing and Publications

Pedagogy

Seminar on Grand Societal Challenges

Seminar on Business Research in the Age of AI

Seminars on Specialisation Topics 

Master of Research Thesis  

Course Architecture

Core Course 

Foundation 

Methods

Interdisciplinary 

Seminar 

Subject Name

Teaching immersion

OR

Case writing

The above courses should be completed before appearing the Comprehensive qualifying exam (CQE)

Any one course after successfully clearing the CQE
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Subject Name

People & Performance I (PG Lab)

Wise Innovation

Decision Science

Design Thinking/ System Thinking/ Critical Thinking

Science of Spirituality and Wisdom

ESG and Sustainability

Quantitative Research Method – Statistics

Seminar on Psychology

Public Policy

Thinking about Indian and Global Economic History

Advanced Applied Mathematics for Management Research

Econometrics

Applied Econometrics

Structural Equation Modelling

Social Network Analysis

Experimental Research Methods

Ethnography

User-Generated Content Analysis

Python/ R Program Workshop

Survey Instrument Development & Mixed Method in Management 
Research Workshop

Specialisation MBA-level courses

Any other seminar courses offered in other specialisation areas 

Foundation

Methods

Specialisation

Seminar

Elective Courses

The above elective courses can be pursued anytime during the programme journey



Admission Process

FPM Selection Process
The FPM selection process at SPJIMR encourages bright aspirants with the right fit and motivation to join the 
programme.

Eligibility Criteria

1

Application Process
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Provisional admission 
letters are issued to the 
selected candidates.

1

3 5

The shortlisted applicants go 
through a two-stage interview 
process – Research Aptitude 
Test (RAT) and Personal 
Interviews.

The process begins with 
reviewing the application 
forms and research 
proposal.

Our distinguished panel 
conducts the Personal 
Interviews. 
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The shortlisting panel considers 
academic qualifications, work experience, 
profile, motivation, recommendations and 
fit with the institute's research profile 
and its mission.
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The Research Aptitude Test 
consists of two parts – 
General Aptitude and 
Research Aptitude.

Ÿ Submit the application form online through SPJIMR's website only.

Ÿ The non-refundable application processing fee of Rs. 1000 to be paid 
online through credit card/debit card or net banking.

Ÿ Academic grades for class X, XII, Graduate and Postgraduate Degrees

Ÿ A Statement of Purpose (SOP) stating the motivation to pursue the programme

Ÿ Research Proposal (RP) - An indication and elaboration of Research interests 

Ÿ Recommendation letters (academic and professional)

Details to be submitted with the application form:
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2
Candidates without work experience can apply if they have the motivation and 
background to pursue a rigorous research programme.

3
Candidates with significant work experience (over ten years) are also welcome as long as 
they have the motivation and background to pursue a rigorous research programme.

First-class Master’s degree, or an integrated first-class Master’s degree in any 
discipline, or professional qualifications such as CA, ICWA, or CS, with a minimum 
of 60% marks.



Financial Support & Fees

ž Post clearing the comprehensive 
qualifying exam: ` 42,000 per 
month

ž Post successful defense of 
proposal: ` 45,000 per month

FEES

The fee for the FPM part-time for Indian students is ` 12 lakhs

* This fee is indicative and is subject to revision

01

04

02
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MONTHLY STIPEND 
Every participant admitted as a full-time 
scholar receives a stipend for the first 
four years of the programme.
ž During the coursework phase:

` 40,000 per month

CONTINGENCY GRANT
Contingency grants help the full-
time participant to access the 
necessary equipment and facilities 
for research. The amount is 
reimbursed after verification of the 
submitted bills.

Every full-time participant is eligible 
for a contingency grant of ` 
per year for the first four years of 

25,000 

CONFERENCE GRANTS 
Towards achieving its goal of excellence in research, 
FPM scholars are encouraged to participate in various 
national and international conferences.

RESEARCH GRANTS
The institute also support FPM candidates for their 
research. Examples of research grants include costs for 
running a lab experiment, receiving survey responses, etc.
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the programme to cover research 
expenses such as the purchase of 
software, books, stationeries, 
hardware etc.
One-time claim of up to  `  
towards the laptop purchase during 
the first four years of the 
programme.

40,000

Award
of The
Title The participant is awarded the title

“Fellow of SPJIMR” after completing the programme.
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ADMISSION TIMELINES

Application Process:
November – February 

Selection Process:
March – May

Commencement of the Programme:
June

IMPORTANT DATES

Process 

Application opens

Application deadline

Research Aptitude Test (online)

Interviews (online)

Result announcement

Batch inauguration & commencement 

Date

Tuesday, 21 November 2023

Tuesday, 13 February 2024

Saturday, 23 March 2024

Monday, 1 April -  Thursday, 25 April 2024 

1st week of May 2024

Thursday, 6 June 2024



Bhavan’s S.P. Jain Institute of Management & Research

Bhavan’s Campus, Munshi Nagar, Dadabhai Road, 

Andheri West, Mumbai - 400 058.
www

+91-22-6145-4527/ + 91-8693862527

QR code

fpm.admissions@spjimr.org

http://www.spjimr.org

http://www.spjimr.org

